LOU DIAMOND BIOS
ALL SHAPES AND SIZES
HIGHLIGHTS
Keynote Speaker | Master Connector | Consultant | Leadership Coach |
Best-Selling Author | Podcast & TV Host | CEO of Thrive focused on
helping others achieve explosive growth through the power of connecting!

***

XS BIO
Lou Diamond is the Master Connector. He has over a quarter century
of experience in sales, relationship management, business development
and leadership coaching. He is an international keynote speaker,
consultant, leadership & performance mentor, best-selling author, podcast
& TV host and CEO of Thrive, helping businesses, top performers and
brands thrive through the power of connecting.

***

SM BIO
Lou Diamond is a highly sought-after speaker, connector, leadership &
performance mentor, and podcaster.
Author of the international best seller Master the Art of Connecting and
CEO of Thrive, Lou has made it his life’s work to help businesses, leaders
and brands thrive through the power of connecting.
His innovative, connecting tactics have helped hundreds of companies
across the globe explode their sales, retain their clients and build a thriving
culture.
Lou’s boundless energy and motivation has inspired audiences to feel they
can conquer the world and make tons of great new connections doing it.

***

MED BIO
Lou Diamond is a dynamic speaker and master connector who will
energize and motivate your organization to explode your sales, retain your
clients and build a thriving culture...
For over 25 years he has been a top sales performer, keynote speaker and
performance mentor.
Lou is a consultant; best-selling author; podcast & TV host; and CEO of
Thrive, helping businesses, top performers and brands thrive through the
power of connecting.
He has consulted, mentored and presented to hundreds of companies the
world over. Lou inspires audiences to feel they can conquer the world....
and make tons of great new connections doing it.

XL BIO
When it comes to putting great people in touch with other great people, Lou
Diamond is the master. He has over a quarter century of experience in
sales, relationship management, business development and executive
coaching. Lou’s authenticity, energy and enthusiasm for what he does,
along with his unwavering passion and desire for helping people overcome
their fears and achieve their dreams, is unmatched.
If you’re trying to find the right way to make the connections essential to
building your team to achieve your business or personal goals, Lou
Diamond is the man to help you make the connections to make it happen.
Aside from selling everything under the sun for most of his adult life, Lou
Diamond is an energetic, comical, inspirational, not-afraid-to-get-his hands
dirty leader, business development strategist and performance coach. He
is also the best-selling author of ‘Master the Art of Connecting’ and one of
the most powerful ‘connectors’ you’ll ever encounter.
Lou, who’s been a top producer at every firm he’s ever worked, has led
sales teams at Accenture, Deloitte, Omnicom, Merrill Lynch and Bank of
America to achieve record revenues year after year.
Lou is the CEO and Founder of Thrive, a leading consulting and coaching

company focused on making the most incredible leaders and top
performers even more amazing. Through a strategic mix of coaching,
mentoring and consulting, Lou and his team develop the right strategic
blueprint to push today's true disruptors to tap their core ability to connect
in ways that drives them toward unprecedented levels of success.
He hosts Thrive LOUD, one of the most popular business podcast shows
dedicated to inspiring people to reach their peak potential in every facet of
their life. He also hosts the Bedside Reading’s Authors That Thrive
podcast, Greenbacks – a YouTube Program that explores how sustainable,
sustainable business really is, and co-hosts Diamond Cuts Money Talks –
a show about life, leadership, the NFL & other sports too.
He has consulted and mentored leading performers at hundreds of
companies the world over. He will send you on your way feeling as though
you can conquer the world.... and make tons of great new connections
doing it.

